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THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS VOLUME 8, #147
The Crystal Tablets are open. These registered, vibrating energy crystals contain the
fiery essence of a whole New World of light. In these Melchizedek papers you will be
able to read the incoming records of the Crystal Tablets and understand the new
Consciousness emerging.
Let it be known that you are starborn, a Christ conscious creation of love and light.

THE COMING OF MICHAEL
The Christ Body has become the planetary circuit for the entrance of Michael, your Creator
Son.
Heed the flesh no longer, for the workings of the flesh will deter this entrance.

1

The enormous Incoming Energy field of Michael Himself realizes a new dispensation of Light and Life
wherein the planet Earth herself shall be translated and carried forth into a new place.
Look to the stripping to begin of greater proportion. That which must fall away will fall away, and a world will
emerge of the Christ Body no longer hindered by mortal error. Your safety zone remains the GodSelf, the
Presence of God within you. Look to your Source! becomes the urgent cry as fires leap at command of the
Father and bright Light appears on the horizon to beckon all home.
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This University has continually stressed the Inner
Voice or the Shepherd within the heart and soul of Man.
Now unify with that Voice and see that you respond to
its divine leading. For the Day has come upon us when
all must listen and follow the Loving Shepherd into the
House of God.2
The rhythm of Michael, the Universe Creator, beckons
to you. Let the wave of this Unifier become part of
yourself. In this way will you, Daughter, or Son of God
be carried forth to a Bright New World, the Living Light
of God.
Transmutation is moving quickly to reorganize Earth
and her people into a living sun. As Christ (Sun)
1

Belief in physical death is a working of the flesh. There is no
death in Christ energy. The constancy of Life eternal
manifests now into higher chakras to begin a new era of the
Bright New World. Remember your GodSelf is your
consciousness of who you are - right placement of your
energy in the I AM Presence. Flesh here means mortal
substance.
2

The House of God is where no error befalls you and you have the
ability to come and go as the sacred Light of Himself.

continued on page 3
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emerges through the hearts of many,
this will bring about immediate effect.
Each and everyone will be touched
by this Light and returned to the
Father in whatever way is possible.
For the Masters do not wait any
longer. Mother Earth cries out. The
sacred Word has been given to bring
Earth to her place as a lighted, joyous
planet of Christ expression.
Because My Spirit passed through
Earth and reclaimed her by My
Breath, I, Michael respond now.
She, who has given to Me, now
receives of My Blood (current of
Energy) and shall soon be
translated into Living Light. Let it
be known that this is so. For this
Time has come and so let it be
known. I shall qualify Earth as
Living Light. Let My Flame rise
higher as I bless her in My name.
Sananda, Christ Michael.3
“The new life is My activity in you, the very

vibration I AM. It is a circuit change, this
new life. It pauses and begins again with new
breath. You are at a threshold. And lo,
My Spirit beckons you through that
threshold. The way is open to a new
life that is God given. I AM translating
you into a whole new sphere of
realization. Rise out of earthly
consciousness. Be rested in Me.”
(The GodSelf, 61: 1-2)4

The Inner Voice5

continued from page 2
new age.” (The GodSelf, 51:27)
The creative circuit that we call
the Inner Voice is the Higher
Mind circuitry where Father and
“son” meet and eventually fuse.
This creative circuit is the
potential Man has within to rise
above the pulls and density of a
false world and to become a
m a s te r him /he r s e lf in the
guiding embrace of the Father
within, the Thought Adjuster.
There is not one who cannot
achieve what Jesus did. He
pointed the way. With the
entrance of Michael into your
system as government, there is a
change in the personality and
purpose of the Inner Voice. It is
now enlivened with Christ
Michael's breath and must obey
His mandates for universe
government. It is interesting to
note the very same Thought
Adjuster who served Jesus and
Machiventa Melchizedek is
overseeing all Thought Adjusters
on planet Earth. In the days to
come, the circuitry of Creator
Michael will influence the Inner
Voice as Christ government or the
System of Michael.

has been called the Inner Voice
becomes the personal Adjuster
as a divine complement to the
Creator Son. If, as Jesus said,
“I and the Father are one.” “You
see me, you see the Father.”
Then, the Father within or
Thought Adjuster is at one with
the Creator Son Michael.
The material that composes the
Inner Circuit or Inner Voice is of
the Father or Thought Adjuster.
I sent Myself out of Myself to
draw you to Me in everlasting
embrace. This amazing
circuitry is what we, at the
University, have consistently
identified as the Inner Voice. It
is the Voice of Truth in you
beckoning. And it is this Voice
of Truth - that when focused
upon - will alter your
appearance and vitalize your
“sonship” in the Infinite Truth.
I encourage you to seek the
highest truth and deepest desire
of your soul when calling on
your Inner Voice. I come that I
may ascend in you as the
GodSelf.

The Voice of God (Eternal
Truth) transmutes all error.
It is the constancy of this
Voice in you that delivers
you
into the Life abundant.
Thus, what has been played with

by some, explored and tested by
“My personal guidance will usher in a others or obediently trusted and The purpose of this Voice is
new era if you would but let Me speak followed by still others, in its to resurrect Man.
and govern aright. I AM Christ culmination is the Christed Mind,
Consciousness in you. I AM the One the Father and Son, the solar level A s m o r e a t t e n t i o n a n d
who is sent. I AM the shepherd of the of perfect will and judgment. What emphasis is placed on the Inner
Voice, the greater will be the
3
The University of Melchizedek does confirm the revelation of The Urantia Book that your
achievement
of Michael to
Universe Creator, Christ Michael, did bestow Himself on Earth as the one called Jesus.
4
The GodSelf is available from the University of Melchizedek, bookstores and contain His creation or universe
Amazon.com.
within Himself. From this will come
5
A booklet called Alignment with the Inner Voice is available through the Univeristy’s online
store at http://www.shop.melchizedeklearning.com
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6

continued from page 3

the embodiment of God The Supreme.

Inner Voice, as it proceeds into the
higher consciousness, is the
faculty of Spirit that ignites the
brain cells and restores kundalini
God governs through His-Her Inner (indwelling Spirit of God, or Holy
Voice. In this way does He-She bring Spirit) to the revelation of I AM.
all home into the Light. As the
Creative Power merges with the There are three main degrees of
7
Inner Voice it proclaims the power of the Inner Voice. These are:
God or Truth in your system. Once
the Inner Voice has spoken as God 1. Intuition and sensory perception
within, that Word will objectify as you
(I stand at the door and knock.)
let it. Do not doubt it. Be aligned with
it. Be clothed with the Voice so as to
2. The Shepherd, Intelligence of
take it on as your Self.
Jesus guiding the flock home (I of

Prepare yourselves for the
Incoming Light.

On page 80 (18:18) of The GodSelf,
these words are written: “It is My
Word that beckons unto you and My
Creative Power that decrees. I AM
the new law upon your system. Thus
comes a system of government that
takes precedence in your life.” And
on the next page (18:24) “Words tell
you nothing lest they carry My Spirit.
I AM all there is. Humans must leave
the lie and come home to Me.”
Look not to the words I give you but to
the Presence emitted through the
words. Listen to that Presence only,
for that is your guiding Light. It is the
ministry of My Son. Be eternally
guided by the Spirit of God within you.

Leap to Higher Mind now
that you might be governors
of My nations.
He who abides in Me is fused with My
Spirit and governed by My Thought. I
have not entered you to be silent. I
have come to speak. And thus the

«

«

«

«

myself can do nothing.)
3. The Father within (I and the Father
are of one accord.) Active
participation with the Father's Plan
which results in:

«

Fusion with the Thought Adjuster
(Father within) (You see me, you see the

Father.)
The conscious rise of the
initiate into the third degree of
this process results in a
companion to the Universe
Creator in His forthcoming
alignment to all who are
connected to “the Father
within” or the Thought Adjuster.

SEEDS OF THOUGHT
The Last Shall Be First

«

«

«

pleasures for God's
pleasure.
Lift your heart and soul to
the love of Christ. And let
the measure of love that
falls upon you be given
forth without judgment nor
any expectation of reward.
God's world is the
Presence. It is time you
joined Him there.
Without harm to anyone,
walk the path intended for
your soul.
See the Christ in
everyone, animals
i n c l u d e d . Wa l k w i t h
nature and respond to the
kingdoms as your friends
and allies on the path.
Be patient with others who
are still victims of the
world. He who is not a
victim can show
compassion.
Judge not that you be not
judged. When God is with
you, where is the other?
Unto the least of you, I say
“Come.”
You are My
Israel. Where I AM, you
are welcome. I have
broken bread with you
before. Let us do it again,
in My Name.
You, who are My workers,
take your places now. It is
time. Those who
remember have no
argument with Me.

« Find the humility of your heart «
to practice the Presence.
(From The University Papers
« Be willing to surrender your number 136, page 5)

6

Concerning God The Supreme it is suggested that you review The University Papers
numbers 3, 8 (section 4), 17, 108, and 56 and 127 on the Thought Adjuster.
7
This occurs when the heart chakra (center) is open and the “Christ” is born in you.
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The Crystal Tablets are open. These registered, vibrating energy crystals contain the
fiery essence of a whole New World of light. In these Melchizedek papers you will be
able to read the incoming records of the Crystal Tablets and understand the new
Consciousness emerging.
Let it be known that you are starborn, a Christ conscious creation of love and light.

There Is No Future
Energy balances itself in the NOW.
In the circuit of God and man rests
the key to immortality and the vital
energy field for continual happiness
and vibrant living.

I created you NOW. I did not create you for
tomorrow or yesterday. You as man or
consciousness are My vibrant and eternal
vessel through which I can be.

Me as I AM. It is through
detachment and living the
impersonal life that the energy field
of the Bright New World can be
experienced. Possess nothing.
Own nothing. Have everything.

something is relative to
dimensional thinking. When
you leave that term
“dimensional thinking” and see
things another way, then there
is Truth only personifying itself
in radiant circles and spheres of
God intelligence — particles
A Bright New World
that know themselves as God,
or the extension of what we call
H e r e a r e t h r e e i m p o r t a n t God as the fruitage.
messages of Universe Truth and
God intent that may well be the But this fruitage cannot be
keys to eternal life and the invoking separated from God. It is God.
of the Bright New World.
Living in this world of creative
embodiment is perfection at
« There is no future.
large and it is the creative
« I mold you in the now.
Intelligence revealing Itself like
« Stay with Me and I will erase an ocean wave in every life
the past.
experience.

The I AM Presence, divine energy
recorded as Being, carries no
extension into the past or the future,
for there is no future in the Presence
or Being. There is no such time as
past or future. There has never been
such a time nor shall there ever be.
The light and life of God can only
recognize Itself NOW. Herein is the
secret to the Bright New World; it is Everything is order in God's divine
the place of unity without time or u n i v e r s e . O r d e r i s t h e
space.
consciousness of the molecules
as they lay themselves against
I AM the cloth of My own creation.
one other in perfect symmetry of
light and mind. As each particle of
Heed the circuitry of My new creation. It is divine energy becomes aware of
NOW.
itself as divine (part or member of
God's body), a perfect rhythm
The brightness of the New World is vibrates to the entire collection of
the Consciousness of the Christ. It is particles causing each one to lift
the Presence of God manifesting as and ascend into Oneness. The
molecules, atoms, particles of collective energy field of the new
glorified light and it is through this physics radiating cooperation and
world that all may see Me.
genuine love will create a new
dimension and will enable you to
The NOW is the creative Presence circulating walk this planet Earth as light.
into every energy particle and it is through The general assumption that you
these crystals of life energy that all will know must change something for it to be

Now let's return to the three
sentences previously listed.

There Is no Future.
If God, or the I AM Presence, is
only in the present as “I AM,”
why does man feed on the
future, even to planning his/her
own death? Can man
overcome this tendency or has
time projection become such a
habit, engrained in mind and
heart, that man is forever
imprisoned in the world of
illusion?
continued on page 6
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The holy spheres of light are
descending and all that has been
thought of as impossible will be
possible. The consciousness of
Unity will prevail. Listen to your
Thought Adjuster - your Inner Voice and your highest thoughts will be
confirmed. What has been a duality planet

will no longer be. I enter as One.1
Consider the statement “There is no
future.” In reality there is no other
moment than the now. Given this
statement, can you understand the
importance of bringing all your
attention to the moment? All
retrograde energy wasted in forming
the past or projecting a future for
creative purposes must be returned
to the I AM wherein God dwells as
you! In the All-Energy moment all is
formed of Me. The causal
reconstruction is I AM THAT I AM.
This is the Bright New World. The
light of this Bright New World is the
creative power blazing perfect order
as the One.
To have no future, or to consciously
know there is no such thing as a
future, is to enter Being. Then you
can speak the one-word decree with
power and love saying I AM! The
Presence of God desires to show
Itself in all forms of Life as you
consciously reclaim your power as
the One in Being.
Understanding that in Truth there is
no future looses all attachments.
Memories are attachments. Let the
past dissolve, and live in the
Presence as God's Son and receive
the benediction of the full Grace of
the I AM Presence.
A prerequisite to vibrating in the
World of Light is to receive the NOW
1

. This is the Christ dimension

continued from page 5
as your only moment in time and
space. Bring all to this creative
energy field of the living
Presence, the I AM THAT I AM.

I mold you in the now.
Now is the creative energy field of
the I AM Presence. It is in the
present moment that you
experience the God presence.
God consciousness is always
now; it is the emanation and selfrealization of Being. Being
projects I AM.
God consciousness, then, is the
nuclear frame for all to be formed
in radiant perfection. The light of
God (Truth) manifests instantly
and can always be seen when
consciously realized.

of fire. Please note here. This
is important. As the great shift
occurs and the veil is lifted from
your mind, you cannot become
lost in the great God presence
because you are identified as
the Son! You are already
practiced in the born-again
experience of identification.
You know God in your heart
and mind and you have already
placed your faith in God's
presence in your heart-soul. In
your constant reaffirming of the
Christ-Son within your heart as
who you are, you will find a
deeper awareness of Truth and
your own place in the
Presence. But do your
homework! Please! Affirm and
focus upon your heart center as
the Christ within. And then
accept and return consciously
to that place of unity with God.
Practice this many times a day
until this practice becomes
automatic.

You will never find yourself in the
past nor in the future.
This is
because God is only in this
moment. (There are no moments,
in Truth, but this in human Meditate on these words: I mold
language best defines the concept you in the now. When you come
“home” what happens? No
of “now.”)
records remain of past
You have no other identity but the experiences. “I and the Father
God presence, the GodSelf, in the are one.” The soul remembers
now. I AM always with you. We are nothing but the bliss of Being.
O n e . T h u s p e r s o n a l i t y, a s Here in this place of unity where I and
understand in mortal thought, the Father are one, you are perfect
m u s t f a l l a w a y i n t h e being, blessed of My Be-ing, in
consciousness of the Christ or harmony with Myself.
NOW. There is only the Presence
appearing as you. And in this
Stay with Me and I will
oneness, you are brand-new each
erase the past.
second. Yet nothing can be lost in
God because God is all,
Consciousness resting in Me
everything.
has no past. We are One.
Learn to identify with the God
I have always advised
(Christ) presence within your heart
individuals to avoid psychic
for here is your immortal self,
flashing forth its identity in clothes
continued on page 7
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readings and predictions about the
future. Your destiny is in My hands!
When you put your trust in a psychic
reading and believe in it, you may well
be thwarting your spiritual growth.
Trust in Me and know the truth of I
AM.
The GodSelf is the whole Self. When
activated, the God presence is all that
is. This God presence carries no
mortal vibration; It is the
Consciousness of the I AM THAT I
A M . To v i b r a t e a t o n e w i t h
immortality, you must leave the
mortal sense. The God presence is
without illusion; It does not decree
illusion. Therefore, when you step
into the Presence, all past mistakes
are erased and you find yourself
released from karma and dwelling in
the sacred NOW.

The Four Seasons of God
Consciousness
Just as Nature teaches us about the
four seasons of the circle of creation,
so it is necessary that we understand
that we, ourselves, are subject to the
four seasons. As we can detach from
a possessive life of “my,” and “mine,”
we can better appreciate the turning
of the wheel within ourselves. The
circle of creation goes on. We
embody it, yet for the most part we
fight it! Out of ignorance we
demonstrate death, disease and
manic depression. With better
understanding of God's turning wheel
of life itself, these negative
manifestations will drop away.
Fall, winter, spring and summer is
s e l f - e x p l a n a t o r y. T h e s e f o u r
seasons are all part of the renewal
process as we learn to allow the
rebirthing of who we are and what we
are. When the wheel of this creative
process functions as it should, we

continued from page 6

The Great White Brotherhood
has grounded itself through its
initiates who now stand ready to
bring forth the higher and deeper
revelations of God
Consciousness.

drop any past, negative and
unnecessary expressions to
renew ourselves on the axis of
Spirit. We can recreate ourselves
within the GodSelf and so never
face death in the physical way that You know who you are. You
has been accepted on this planet. have been tested and tried by
the fires of Intelligence and
One of the best ways to reaffirm divine Love. Listen quietly and
our life is to move consciously into know that specific instructions
a recognition of the great GodSelf are given to propel the initiation
we are, then release ourselves into a New World of light and
into the all-loving God presence - joyous expression. Heed the
without conditions, desires or message of the Inner Voice and
p o s s e s s i v e , e m o t i o n a l go joyously, when you are
attachments. This kind of called, to the Temple of Sananda
surrender will initiate a response and the sacred solar presence of
of your higher self, the GodSelf. Melchizedek. We meet in this
Through this dance of creation, fold and gather as One Body to
you lose yourself to find yourself. p r e s e n t t h e N e w W o r l d
And you are renewed with the fire Consciousness.
of Life and the great power of God
blends with you as the Christ.

SEED THOUGHTS

If you are feeling a sense of ¶ Disharmony is the signal that
depression, consider that you
you are not aligned in your
may be in a creative cycle,
conscious awareness. First
actually preparing for your
come home to Me. Then
renewal and rebirth. Make a
allow Me to express
friend of this process.
perfectly.
¶ Say to yourself: My body is a
I hope you will read and
cathedral celebrating eternal
contemplate this section. It is new
life. My body houses the
in presentation and immensely
victorious Christ Spirit. And
important for these changing
this is the force that runs up
times. Understanding brings
my spine, aligning,
light.
correcting and blessing.
¶ To give one's self to God is to
let go and to let God. When
The University, Gateway
you
do this the chakras or
to the New World
centers will open; you will
know and you will be. And
The University of Melchizedek,
love will enter into your
fathered in the many spheres of
system to heal and resurrect.
God Intelligence, is connecting to
¶ When you go to God, you go
the Earth. This will bring a new
to love itself.
educational direction to all
¶ Abide in Me. I AM you.
expressions throughout the world.
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The Crystal Tablets are open. These registered, vibrating energy crystals contain the
fiery essence of a whole New World of light. In these Melchizedek papers you will be
able to read the incoming records of the Crystal Tablets and understand the new
Consciousness emerging.
Let it be known that you are starborn, a Christ conscious creation of love and light.

WHO IS SANANDA?
In the next few hours, days to
come, many will ascend. And
the trigger for this ascension
is one called Sananda. This
measurement of Christ Man
is the blueprint for the next
generation.
Sananda is the ascended name (nature now
acting upon us) of Jesus. The God
Presence has set this one upon this earth to
trigger the I AM Self to emerge. Even as
Sananda is, so must you be. I AM
ascended Life.

Your Call is into this Sananda vortex.
And joy it will be as you, yourself, will
realize Consciousness Supreme, the
living God in you.

Be of good cheer, My people. Be love
incarnate. My nature is to love all the
same for AM I not all and everything?
No man is an island unto himself. Each
one has a relationship to another. All is
bound into My heart and My glory. Come,
I, Sananda, say Come. I give you rest and
I draw you into My own Self as Christed
Man.
I stand atop the mountain and I say Come.
And each day I say Come, My mountain
vibrates to the tone of My voice.
I AM no earthly Son. I AM of the
Father-Mother God. I come to gather you

into your original creation. I AM the
blueprint for what is to come. Be now
in tune with My Being, as light I
unfold in My Name.

The GodSelf is the written word of
Sananda. He comes to claim you as
the GodSelf, the Solar Man. Reach
now into the heart of your own being
and find Me there. For I AM not
separate from you. I AM not apart.

The New World
He who is brother to another is
brother to Myself. My Christ
image persuades you to become
one with Myself. Life is a circle
and it is effortless in My being. I
AM the creative power within
you. I AM the GodSelf. Turn not
away from Me in this hour. I have
come to claim you and to
resurrect you from a false
consciousness.
Now be of Me and I will be of you.
We are One. Only in this way will
you have the presence to do the
work of My Father and to rise into
the kingdom I have prepared for
you through/by My ascension as
Jesus.
That which is given to you is of
Me. We are One.

Let the cutting board lay upon
the land. I will prepare you for
this cutting board. Graduate to
the higher realms of thought
and mind. For have I not
governed you well?
We are One. Let this be the
workers' light. The divine
blueprint that I carry is your
own.
Body now comes to the light.
Be lighted! Sananda, Jesus.
From this scripture that I have
given you emerges the
powerful circuit of Christ Jesus
Sananda, Word of God, and
image and likeness of the Son.
Note: When you say the name
of Sananda, I quicken you to
My posture. Only in Me do you
have the strength and the
endurance to prevail.

The Full Measure of
Sananda's Name
His presence shall prevail
within the Earth's circuits. He is
the Creator as Man Ascended.
The degree of GodSelf that has
been determined by Jesus.
Consciousness now reveals a
new light that has not had
footage here before.
continued on page 9
Page 8
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Each Universe has a Son and each
Son as the given Word releases
many Sons, stars of Himself, thus
mirroring forth into the cosmos the
life essence of the Universal Father
and His presence in all humanity.
The purpose of this mirroring forth is
to unite and to fulfill all life essences
with My Name (or the Creator's
nature).
The GodSelf will identify correctly in
the music of the spheres. When you
let go into Truth, the focus of divine
oneness is consciously released and
lo, the Son is consciously restored as
your heart.
As each human being accepts the
Heart of God (Christ) and realizes the
GodSelf is the Creator emerged as
the I AM, the Son Vibration connects
with other Son vibrations to lift the
power circuits of the Earth. Behold
the Son of God is the presence of the
New World of Light.
In the name of God's Word
“Sananda” is the mathematical code
of Melchizedek. This actualization
and lineage of the Word is mandated
for mankind now. You have but to
say the name and step into it, as
bestowed grace, for a new
realization to come. That realization
will say to you: I AM the Word. I AM
foursquare consciousness, the
king of life. I AM the one sought
and the one found. I AM the solar
vibration of the East and West
solidified as the Son of God. The
mountain has been climbed. The
Work has been done. I claim this
Work as my own. I AM the sacred
name. I come as that name in me.
I AM the Son!
And through the Son, living as
Sananda's name, sets the New
World of Christ Consciousness.

continued from page 8
Release your light now, Oh My
people. As God's world becomes
your world in the powerful circuitry
of the Order of Melchizedek
bestowed upon you as the
circuitry of My Son's name,

Sananda.
Behold the nature of the
living Christ. Touch now this
nature within yourself,
bestowed on you by the
Grandmothers of the past
and the Solar Lords of your
New World of Light. GodSelf
Be!

The World of Light
Cease all effort. Be.
The absolution of an old world,
programmed into the
consciousness of humanity, is
erased. It has no place in Me.
Let the nature of Man rise in
ascendance and proclaim the
name (nature) of Sananda.
I bestow upon you this name,
that you may be with Me as I
AM. My Consciousness joins
you through the name of
Sananda.

If you want harmony, be There is a Law that says that all
Truth must be personified.
harmony.

There must be a given example
of a Truth by Man himself.
If you want light, be light.
Otherwise, that Truth remains
hidden, and not fulfilled. Thus
Know your presence of God when Jesus ascended into the
is all things to you.
rhythm and the nature of
Sananda, he gave thought to
Be clothed in this Presence. h i s a s c e n d a n c e . H e
proclaimed the great Law of
Sananda's solar ray bestows Ascension and delivered into
Man's cup the fulfillment of Man
upon you a Son.
ascended. By acceptance of
The original GodSelf is Sananda, Truth in degrees it is given, do
model for the new life as the Son. you attain your godhood. As
this Truth is accepted, realized,
The Lord waits not for man but is a n d a b s o r b e d i n
consciousness, it lives.
man.
Each day awakens to increased
Christ energy. Each moment
establishes the star of
Bethlehem.
Enter now the glory of God in the
fulfillment of your nature.

Mathematically the name of
Jesus digits to five, the number
of Man. Sananda's name digits
to seven or the Order of
Perfection. Each name carries
its own Law and triggers higher
consciousness entering the
soul of humanity.

I AM the living Christ in you.
continued on page 10
Page 9
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continued from page 9
Bestowed upon you is the name
Sananda, the rich and pure name
(nature) of ascension. The whole
body is light in this name and in this
name you are the ascended Man or
GodSelf. Be lifted in the name of
Sananda, the consciousness of Man
ascended in divine love. Let the
GodSelf proclaim Sananda as your
blueprint, the vital force of I AM. Be
that name in yourself. Be it.

From The Book of Sananda1
recorded by Sister Thedra
read:
I say unto them: I am not amongst
the Black Magicians, neither am I of
the dead! I LIVETH! I LIVETH! I
LIVETH! I cry unto thee: See!
Behold the Lord. The Lord of Hosts.
The Lord of Lords – Behold This Day
– See The Hand of God Move – Rest
in Me and be ye made whole, for this
have I spoken.
I AM HE which hast been sent of
Mine Father that ye be awakened.
So be it, I AM Sananda

The Book of Names
Each Name is a nature of God or
Truth. When avatars are sent to
mankind, they depict a name of God
or Truth. And this name is to be
respected yet embodied by many
and glorified.
Every religion has one name that it
reveres. Often the person or
persons remain identified and
fiercely loyal to one name as the all-

1
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name. Thus, the prison of
dogmatic belief will often bind
individuals so that they go no
further in their relationship to
Living Truth, the Consciousness
of God unfolding.
Each Name is a personification
of Truth. And each name or
aspect of God's nature is for all.
It is wise not to stop in your
consciousness unfoldment.
Rejoice in the Living Truth and
fulfilled will you be as the
GodSelf.
The name Sananda, bestowed
upon you, is the risen Man or
consciousness. It is the
ascended being registered on
earth so that all humanity can
read the glorious records of a
world of light.

Let My Spirit bring forth the new.
Empty and be still.
It is often in the times of
stillness, when nothing seems
to be happening, that I birth in
you My life.
Have the confidence and the
patience to move and have your
being in the seasons of My Being.
Let go and let God.
Rest in the divinity of your
person and trust in That.
I AM not anxious.
should you be.

Neither

Are we not one?
From The GodSelf, 24:42-51

Sananda gathers all names of
Himself into His Person as the
solar ray of Melchizedek is
extended to all mankind as the
hand of Christ. Let Sananda's
world be your world, the world of
light. Complete your circuit now
on the campus of the University
of Melchizedek.
Let the one who takes My
name become as I AM. For
that is My message to you. I
AM the Son.

Seeds of Thought
There are seasons to My Life.
When incubation is indicated, be
at peace.

* Sananda - courtesy of ASSK
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